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Utilities. We all know what they are. Well, kind of. Every month we’re billed for water, electricity, and gas services that are supplied to our homes or businesses. And who supplies these? Utility companies.

In every city and state, utilities are some of the most powerful players around. Their names and logos are everywhere, from primetime TV commercials to sponsorship lists for summertime music festivals. We don’t have much of a choice over which utility companies we do business with, and for many of us, we don’t even really know how they work and why they are so powerful.

This primer is aimed at helping to demystify the power surrounding utilities. It sketches out the utility power structure, offers strategies for researching utility corporate power, presents case studies of utility power at the state and city levels, and profiles local movements that are leading the fightback against utility power.

We focus mostly on one kind of utility: investor-owned electric utilities.

Whether you’re interested in joining or starting a campaign or simply want to know why your local utility company seems to be everywhere you turn, this primer is for you.
Electric utilities sell electricity to homes, businesses, and other buildings. They often own and maintain the infrastructure that generates and delivers that electricity. Sometimes electric utilities purchase electricity from other power producers and deliver it to you. When you think about power plants, transmission lines, or power meters - that's the business of utility companies.

Many people across the U.S. receive their electricity from publicly-owned utilities and rural electric cooperatives, but most of us - around 3 out of 4 customers - get it from private, for-profit corporations known as “investor-owned” utilities, or IOUs.

These IOUs have a business, and that business is selling you electricity (or other services, in the case of investor-owned gas or water utilities). The overriding goal of IOUs, like any corporation, is to make profits to please its shareholders and to pay huge salaries to its executives. How huge? Investor-owned utility CEOs received over $1 billion between 2017 and 2019.

Utilities make their profits through revenue that is guaranteed to them through regulation - namely, as determined by “ratemaking” processes overseen by Public Utility or Public Service Commissions.

As we’ll see, the profit-making imperatives of utilities are often in conflict with the public good - things like moving away from dirty fossil fuels, or investing in infrastructure that could prevent disasters like statewide wildfires (California), gas pipeline explosions (Massachusetts), or cold freezes (Texas).

Maybe the most important thing to know about utilities is that they are essentially monopolies. Most of us, as rate-payers, have no choice but to do business with the utility company that controls our local market - be that PG&E in California, ComEd in Northern Illinois, National Grid in Rhode Island, or Entergy in Louisiana. And - get this - because utilities are regulated by public commissions, they are guaranteed profit - referred to as their return on equity, or ROE - usually around 10-15%.

Because most of us are captive customers to our electric utilities, and are therefore forced to pay them guaranteed profits to receive our basic needs, these utilities rake in an endless stream of revenue - from us. They then use these big, guaranteed profits we provide them to perpetuate their own power and influence: make big campaign donations to the politicians who appoint their regulators.

The most important thing to know about utilities is that they are essentially monopolies.
When thinking about how to campaign around utility power, you’ll have to find out whether you live under a “regulated” or “deregulated” energy market. In both cases, utilities have guaranteed rates of return and quasi-monopoly power over delivering energy to your home or business. But there are some important differences, especially regarding the power generation side of things and also the number of entities you may be dealing with to get your electricity:

**REGULATED MARKET**
You only deal with one entity: your utility company. Your utility takes care of generating power (either producing it through its own power generation facilities or contracting out its production) and then your utility also delivers that power to you. Your utility does all the producing or buying, transmission, and selling of your electricity. There is no “wholesale” energy market - just “retail” sales to you, the electrical end-user.

**DEREGULATED MARKET**
These are more complicated, because the power generation and transmission side has been separated from the distribution side. While your utility still distributes your power to you, it doesn’t actually produce that power. Rather, it’s mostly “independent power producers” (IPPs) who produce electricity and sell it on wholesale electricity markets operated by an “independent system operator” (ISO) that are independent of your utility. Your utility buys electricity from this “wholesale” energy market and goes on to resell it to you at a “retail” rate. That retail rate is regulated just as it is in a “regulated market,” so your utility is still getting its guaranteed profit.

It should be noted that some deregulated markets have gone even further: they offer “retail choice,” where you can choose a different “power supplier” other than your distribution utility to power your home or business. Your utility still receives a “distribution charge” since it owns the infrastructure that’s transporting the power to you, but a different power supplier (not your utility) is doing the actual buying and selling of your electricity on the market.

Not surprisingly, some refer to “deregulated” energy markets as being “reregulated” instead - overseen by complex rules that still end up allowing your utility to profit.

Whether you live under a regulated or deregulated energy market can have significant consequences. For example, Texas has a deregulated energy market, and the lack of coordination and regulation between the production and transmission sides of the energy system is largely what caused the February 2021 winter storm disaster in that state.
(or, some cases, to the regulators themselves); spend millions on well-connected armies of lobbyists; or shower civil society with charity and philanthropic gifts. All this helps utilities maintain their status across the US as among the most powerful corporate actors in every city, state and region.

Think about it: this also means that rate-payers who want to see climate progress end up funding - unwittingly - utilities’ efforts to stall transitions to renewable energy and further environmental justice.

How do utilities stall climate progress? One major way is that many utilities oversee dirty “power generation” to create the electricity that is delivered to your home. This power generation can come from water, solar panels, wind turbines, and other sources. But most of it comes from burning fossil fuels - especially coal and natural gas - at power plants. Indeed, in 2019, the U.S. created 38% of its electricity from natural gas, 23% from coal, and about 1% from oil - so about 62% from fossil fuels, overall.

As we’ll discuss below, while utilities are very slowly moving towards cleaner forms of power generation, many remain dedicated to burning fossil fuels and stalling on climate action. They have thrown millions of dollars - money we pay them - to stifle new energy sources that they may not fully control. Meanwhile, they seek to profit from building new fossil fuel infrastructure like power plants.

Moreover, utilities from California to Texas to Massachusetts neglect the safety and maintenance of their infrastructure - after all, this upkeep can interfere with their profits. Nor do regulators always, or even often, exert strong oversight. Disasters - from wildfires to explosions to blackouts - are sadly becoming more commonplace.

Utilities are wedded to a fossil fuel-based power generation system that gives them monopoly power and guaranteed profits. They’re not going to give any of this up easily. But electricity is a basic human need, for all of us. Why should we all be forced to be captive customers to these monopolies, giving them the money that they use to prop up their power, who don’t operate in our interests? Why should things be run this way?

Things shouldn’t be run this way. And as we’ll see there are a lot of organizers trying to change this. But first, let’s learn more about the power structure that for-profit utilities exist within.
Utilities are some of the most powerful organizations in the regions where they operate. This power derives from utilities’ ownership and control of the infrastructure that delivers essential services to homes, businesses, and governments. We need gas and electricity to light and heat our homes, to produce and distribute goods and services, to heal people in hospitals, and increasingly to get from one place to another.

The central role that utilities play in regional economies gives these businesses a large amount of political power. Using money paid by their captive customer bases, utility companies, their executives, and political action committees are major donors to state, local, and national elected officials. Utilities also spend large amounts of money on lobbying, both on in-house lobbyists employed by the company and on outside lobbying firms.

Utilities are also key players in political pressure groups, from regional, state, and national chambers of commerce to energy-focused trade organizations to astroturf* organizations meant to give the impression of grassroots movements in support of utilities’ interests. Moreover, utility employees and executives frequently assume positions in government, formulating energy policy and presiding over agencies that regulate the utility industry, appointed by politicians whose campaigns they fund and who are the targets of utility lobbying.

“Astroturf refers to apparently grassroots-based citizen groups or coalitions that are primarily conceived, created and/or funded by corporations, industry trade associations, political interests or public relations firms.”

- SourceWatch
Like all major industries, utility companies’ political influence extends outside the sphere of government as well.

Local utilities are intertwined with local power through their presence in the local corporate and philanthropic communities. Utility companies frequently have interlocking boards of directors with local banks, hospitals, universities, and other important institutions, which builds good will towards the corporations and secures their leaders’ places in the influential social and professional circles that drive public policy.

The fight against utility power is nothing new. For example, the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), which led the struggle to dismantle the Jim Crow regime in the U.S. South in the 1960s, laid out the central, interconnected role that utilities play in propping up the white supremacist power structure in Mississippi. The pamphlet (see insert) showed how the directors and executives at Mississippi Power and Light also had roles at important banks, in government, and in the racist White Citizens’ Council.

Utilities are no less embedded in local, regional, and national power structures today.
The overwhelmingly dominant political machinery in Mississippi is the Mississippi Democratic Party. We will show that electric power, finance capital and the White Citizens' Council dominate the Democratic Party.

First, R. B. Wilson of Jackson, Mississippi, is a member of the Board of Directors of Middle South Utilities. Mr. Wilson is also President and a member of the Board of Directors of Mississippi Power and Light, which is wholly-owned by Middle South Utilities. In addition, Mr. Wilson is a member of the Board of Directors of the Deposit Guaranty Bank and Trust Company of Jackson, the largest bank in the state of Mississippi.

Then there is William P. McMullan, who is a Director of Mississippi Power and Light. Mr. McMullan is also Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, a Director, and important stockholder of Deposit Guaranty Bank and Trust Company. Furthermore, Mr. McMullan occupies a seat on the Board of Directors of the Jackson White Citizens' Council.

Another member of the Board of Directors of Mississippi Power and Light is Robert W. Hearin, who is President, Director and member of the Advisory Committee of the First National Bank of Jackson, and controls the second largest percentage of outstanding stock of the First National Bank. Mr. Hearin is a past president of the Jackson Chamber of Commerce and now a Director of the United States Chamber of Commerce. In addition he is a colonel on the official staff of Mississippi Governor Paul B. Johnson.

The Vice President and Secretary of Mississippi Power and Light is Alex Rogers, who was also appointed by Governor Johnson as a colonel on his official staff.

The Public Information Director for Mississippi Power and Light is Alex McKeigny, who holds a seat on the Board of Directors of the Jackson Citizens' Council.

- From “The Mississippi Power Structure”

Utility industry influence over elected officials

Like all major businesses, utility companies have a keen interest in influencing government to ensure that public policy supports their profitability. To this end, utilities engage in traditional modes of political influence – giving campaign donations to politicians and hiring lobbyists to advance their interests before governmental bodies – in addition to fostering revolving door relationships with elected and appointed government officials.

According to the Center for Responsive Politics, as of April 6, 2021, electric utility industry political donors gave $28.5 million in contributions to federal political candidates, parties, and outside spending* groups during the 2020 election cycle, with the overwhelming majority of these donations coming from IOUs. This money came both from corporate political action committees, which aggregate contributions from employees and funnel the money to the company’s preferred candidates, and from corporate employees to candidates directly. Among the top 20 utility industry political donors, roughly 60% of donations to candidates and political parties came from PACs and 40% came from individual employees.

Using Center for Responsive Politics data, the Energy and Policy Institute found that 70 utility companies had donated $53.2 million to six political outside spending organizations affiliated with the Democratic and Republican parties between 2008 and 2020, with $10.1 million donated during the 2020 cycle .

The story is much the same at the state level, where utilities’ campaign dollars go a lot further than in expensive federal elections, and where direct corporate campaign contributions are frequently permitted. For example, Thomas Farrell II, the recently-deceased former
“The term ‘outside spending’ refers to political expenditures made by groups or individuals independently of, and not coordinated with, candidates’ committees. Groups in this category range from conventional party committees to the more controversial super PACs and 501(c) “dark money” organizations.” - OpenSecrets.org

CEO and executive chairman of the Virginia-based gas and electric utility Dominion Energy, made $957,327 in donations to Virginia politicians and PACs from 1996 to 2020, according to the Virginia Public Access Project. The top recipient of Farrell’s donations was former Republican Virginia Governor Bob McDonnell and the second-top recipient is his son, former Republican Virginia House of Delegates member Peter Farrell. Though most of Farrell’s money went to Republican candidates, he gave $190,300 to Democrats as well.

For-profit utility companies, and their boards and executives, are primarily in the business of making money. They would not pour this amount of money into political candidates, committees, and outside spending groups if they were not getting a return on that investment. While it is illegal for politicians to condition their support or opposition to a law or regulation on campaign donations, all this political money spent by the utility can buy access to policymakers.

The Energy and Policy Institute noted that political groups receiving tens of millions of dollars from utility companies explicitly sold access to elected officials to corporate donors. A 2018 membership document from the Republican Attorneys General Association (RAGA) offered private issue briefings with Republican attorneys general to companies that donated between $50,000 and $125,000 per year. RAGA also offered posting access to its “Briefing Room” file-sharing site for policy documents to corporate donors giving more than $25,000 per year.

Another way that electric utilities influence the government is through lobbying, where utility company employees and professional consultants hired by utilities push policymakers to adopt policies that benefit the companies’ bottom lines. According to the Center for Responsive Politics, the electric utility industry spent $104.7 million lobbying the federal government in 2020.

Simply put, politicians are more likely to be exposed to the points of view of utility companies who are sending representatives to attend high-priced political fundraisers and meet in legislative and executive offices than they are to the points of view of regular people.

Simply put, politicians are more likely to be exposed to the points of view of utility companies who are sending representatives to attend high-priced political fundraisers and meet in legislative and executive offices than they are to the points of view of regular people. This exposure can translate into influence, whether through politicians’ conscious choices to adopt policies beneficial to their
utility industry donors or through an unconscious tendency to adopt and share the beliefs of the people in one's social and professional circles.

For example, when we reported on now-former Dominion CEO Thomas Farrell's political donations in 2018, we found that politicians receiving donations from Farrell and Dominion Energy - again, money that Dominion receives from rate-payers - were vigorous advocates for the Atlantic Coast Pipeline, a hotly-contested 600-mile pipeline project led by Dominion and Duke Energy:

In addition, Farrell has given heartily to some of the state's most vocal pro-pipeline politicians. For example, Richard Saslaw (VA Senate Minority Leader), Thomas K. Norment, Jr. (VA Senate Majority Leader), and M. Kirkland Cox (VA House Majority Leader) all signed an open letter to FERC in support of the Atlantic Coast Pipeline. Farrell has donated $27,750 to these three politicians ($15,000 to Saslaw, $9,750 to Norment, and $3,000 to Cox). Dominion also ranks as a top donor to these three politicians over the past decade.

**Utility industry capture of regulatory agencies**

Beyond political support for specific projects, the close ties between utility companies and politicians creates opportunity for industry capture of the government agencies responsible for oversight and regulation. The most visible form that utility industry regulatory capture takes is what's called the revolving door between industry and government – the practice of officials moving back and forth between private sector roles at utilities or other regulated businesses and public jobs at industry regulators.

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission regulates interstate electric and gas transmission as well as oil pipelines, but acts as a rubber stamp for the industry, approving 99% of pipeline projects in the past 20 years.

State-level utility regulators, usually called Public Service Commissions (PSC) or Public Utility Commissions (PUC) are responsible for setting utility rates and ensuring public safety and upholding the interests of rate-payers. This inordinate level of state regulation over privately-owned utilities is the result of a bargain made in the late 19th century whereby utilities agreed to price regulation in exchange for being granted monopolies over...
electricity production and distribution in their territories. As described in this section, utility companies’ capture of the regulatory apparatus has largely ensured that, despite states’ power to regulate them, utilities are able to extract profit relatively unfettered.

The revolving door between the utility industry and government regulators at the state and national levels is well documented.

In 2017, we reported on the revolving door between fossil fuel companies and FERC. We found that, at the time, 12 of 15 former FERC commissioners who retired since 2000 had taken jobs either directly or indirectly in the fossil fuel industry as executives, directors, partners, lobbyists and/or consultants.

The revolving door between FERC and the utility industry was even more clear in the case of Cheryl LaFleur, who was then the acting chair of FERC. Before joining FERC, LaFleur was a longtime executive at National Grid, a UK-based gas and electric utility serving New York and New England. National Grid is a member of a business lobbying group called the New England Council, which lobbied the US Senate to approve LaFleur’s re-appointment to FERC in 2014 just months after lobbying LaFleur to approve a pipeline project for Spectra. LaFleur left FERC in 2019 and is currently a member of the board of directors of ISO New England, the private, non-profit regional transmission organization that oversees New England’s power grid.

Similarly, in a 2018 report we found that four of the five commissioners on the Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission at the time had close ties to the fracking industry, including companies building a controversial oil pipeline.

Revolving doors at utilities regulators have been recently documented in many other states across the country:

In Texas, the Public Utilities Commission has been criticized for abdicating its regulatory authority in the wake of devastating blackouts in February 2021. The Texas PUC is chaired by a longtime former attorney and regulatory affairs executive with the utility CenterPoint Energy.

In 2020 the Wisconsin State Journal reported that Public Service Commissioner Mike Huebsch applied to be CEO of the Dairyland Power Cooperative utility just months after voting to approve two of the utility’s controversial infrastructure projects.

Investigations into catastrophic wildfires in California implicated revolving door relationships between the California Public Utilities Commission and PG&E, whose outdated equipment has caused fires.

A 2017 report from Integrity Florida found “egregious voting and unfair ratemaking” at the Florida Public Service Commission and documented “the revolving door between the legislature, the PSC and the companies the PSC regulates.”
Corporate trade groups and advocacy organizations

Utility companies do not only exert their political influence on their own. One of the most effective ways that these businesses wield power is through trade groups, chambers of commerce, and other formations where corporations combine efforts to drive policy.

The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) is the largest national utility industry trade group in the US. The electric utilities serving the vast majority of Americans belong to EEI and the group’s board of directors includes executives from some of the largest and most powerful utility companies in the country, including Xcel Energy, DTE, Ameren, and Edison International. EEI reported $91.1 million in revenue in 2018, the most recent year for which records are available, and according to the Center for Responsive Politics, the group spent $8.6 million on lobbying in 2020, making it the second-largest electric utility lobbying spender in the country.

On the state and local level, utility companies are frequently key members of chambers of commerce or other corporate advocacy groups. These groups advance pro-corporate policy at the local level and in statehouses.

In New York, the Business Council of New York, a statewide corporate lobbying group lobbied for years in opposition to a climate change bill aimed at transitioning New York State to 100% renewable energy by 2050 and using state funds to support low-income and climate-vulnerable communities. The Business Council has now removed the lists of its board of directors and member corporations from its website. However, the group recently named Donna DeCarolis, the president of the gas utility National Fuel, as board chair. When we reported on the group’s lobbying campaign against the New York climate law in 2016, members included a number of utilities, such as Central Hudson Energy, Consolidated Edison, Dominion Resources, National Fuel, National Grid, New York State Electric & Gas, and Rochester Gas & Electric.

Philanthropy

Executive representation on the boards of philanthropic institutions is key to utilities’ ability to weave into the local power structure. These institutions represent all aspects of social and cultural life, including medical institutions, universities, art museums, environmental organizations, and more. Often utilities will also be corporate donors and/or sponsors to the institutions where their executives hold board seats, providing funding and further entrenching their hold on the institution.

In addition to the influential networks created by seeding executives across these organizations, utilities typically have their own charitable foundations. These foundations pour millions in donations into the communities in which they operate, funding a variety of organizations as well social and cultural events.

This begs the question: why would a for-profit entity spend executive time and corporate money on philanthropy?

Philanthropy provides a number of benefits for utilities in particular. Investing resources into philanthropy allows utilities to burnish their image and promote themselves as caring community members working to fund needed resources, sponsor exciting events, and improve conditions in the very same communities they pollute and exploit. Utilities can highlight their efforts to shareholders who might otherwise be squeamish about investing in the corporation.

Further, and perhaps most importantly, they can leverage their social and economic role against local communities and regulators to stymie dissent and accountability efforts around their profit-driven actions. In short, philanthropy is good for the brand and provides additional power and leverage against opposition.
A great example of how philanthropy can entrench the power of utilities can be found with Virginia-based investor-owned utility, Dominion Energy. The executive leadership of Dominion sits on the boards of a wide range of organizations serving the communities Dominion operates in, with a heavy presence on the boards of trustees for universities and other academic institutions. Seven executives have touches on at least two dozen organizations, creating an expansive network with Dominion at the center.

In addition to having its executives spread across numerous philanthropic boards, Dominion is a juggernaut in charitable giving, donating over $80 million to hundreds of organizations from 2015 to 2019 through its Dominion Energy Charitable Foundation.

The social and political power of these donations cannot be overstated.

Dominion is an active sponsor of major public events in Richmond, Virginia, where the company is headquartered including serving as the title sponsor of the popular Dominion Energy Riverrock outdoor festival, an annual event that combines music, sports, and participatory events. In 2015 the utility donated $250,000 to - and then-CEO Tom Farrell served as a co-chairman of - the UCI Road World Championships, a prominent international bicycle race that took place in Richmond. Dominion estimated that the events they
sponsored in 2015 alone reached over **two million people** - meaning two million people linked the Dominion brand to these exciting public events.

In addition to trying to build general good will toward the company, these donations have helped Dominion overcome opposition to its agenda. Past recipients of Dominion’s charitable donations have spoken publicly in favor of proposals sought by the company. In one example from 2015, Dominion was pushing for a bill that would institute a five year base rate freeze, an unusual move for a utility, that would restrict its ability to raise rates for consumers. The freeze sought by Dominion came with a **caveat** barring state regulators from conducting reviews of the company’s finances during the five year freeze period, enabling the company to earn higher profits without having to answer to government regulators. Past financial reviews of the utility had produced “**significant refunds**” for customers and experts estimated that the bill sought by Dominion would cost rate-payers $1 billion over the freeze period.

Despite this, representatives from several recipients of Dominion’s charitable giving, including the **American Red Cross**, endorsed the rate freeze plan, helping to sway policymakers who ultimately adopted the bill.

The symbiotic nature of this relationship was made clear by the Eastern Virginia regional chief executive officer of the Red Cross:

> “They are financial supporters, but even more important, whenever we need help, their people volunteer time for us,” Gordon said. “Dominion has always been a good corporate friend.”

Dominion’s technique of using philanthropy to burnish its reputation and drum up support for its agenda is an industry-wide strategy. In the case studies include in this primer each of the utilities profiled – DTE Energy, NextEra, and Entergy – have their own charitable foundations that pour millions into philanthropic causes and public events where they operate. In many cases these companies leveraged their public image and the support of their grantees to move forward their agenda.
We know utilities are extremely powerful and influential. But this raises another question: where does power actually lie within utilities? Who really calls the shots over whether - for example - this utility pays out dividends to its shareholders at the expense of infrastructure upgrades, or that utility decides to invest in a new fracked-gas power plant rather than renewable energy facilities?

These questions really matter, because their answers may help you determine where your focus is in your campaigning - after all, to win, you need to pressure and move the entities that have power and make decisions. So, who rules utilities?

**Executives**

*What they are:* Executives are the members of a corporation’s management team who are responsible for the execution of strategic plans, day-to-day operations, and profitability of the company. Executive roles include key positions such as the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Chief Financial Officer (CFO), and Chief Operating Officer (COO). Traditionally the management team reports to the CEO while the CEO reports directly to the board of directors. At least one member of the executive management team will sit on the board of directors.

The executive team will also largely be responsible for representing the company publicly and may do so by representing the company on the boards of policy planning and business advocacy groups as well as by sitting on the boards of philanthropic organizations, academic institutions, and cultural organizations among others. These connections help expand the reach and reputational power of the company as well as that of the executive within that role.

Ultimately however, corporate executives are responsible for one thing: ensuring that a company is profitable and, in the case of IOUs, meets the expectations of its shareholders.

*Why they’re powerful:* While corporate executives are accountable to their board of directors, they represent the top tier in management at the company and hold a tremendous amount of decision-making power within the corporate hierarchy. While the board of directors must have final sign off, the executive team will formulate the corporate strategy and agenda that they believe will maximize the profit-making potential of the company.

With great power comes great reward: Corporate executives are the highest paid employees of a corporation, typically receiving a mix of traditional cash compensation, stock options, retirement benefits, and performance incentives. Their substantial compensation is set and approved by the board of directors.

*How mapping them out can provide leverage:* It is important to remember that corporations and how they operate in our communities is not by accident but rather the direct result of the purposeful decision making by corporate executives and boards of directors. Understanding how executives operate within a corporation, how they are compensated, and what other public positions they hold, is key to understanding the

To learn how to research these utility power players, visit our Map The Power research guide.
priorities of a corporate entity. Executives are supposed to bear ultimate responsibility within the company and as such should bear responsibility for corporate activities outside of the company.

**Board of Directors**

**What they are:** A board of directors within a public company such as an IOU is a group of representatives elected by shareholders to serve as the top tier accountability structure for the company and ensure that shareholder interests are being met. A board of directors is largely responsible for approving larger strategic moves within the company as well as providing policies and oversight of the executive team.

Public companies are required to have a board of directors which may include a mix of members of the management team, major shareholders, and outside directors. Outside directors on a board will typically have traditional employment elsewhere but will be compensated for serving on the board.

**Why they're powerful:** The board of directors has final decision making authority within the corporate structure. They approve strategies presented by the executive team as well as hold hiring and firing power over top tier management.

**How mapping them can provide leverage:** As with the executive management team, the board of directors is the body responsible for directing a company’s activities to maximize profit-making potential. As such they are the group of individuals directly responsible for a corporate entity’s activities within a community. Understanding how the board functions as well as their personal connections to other companies, philanthropy, cultural institutions, and so on is key to developing an understanding of the company’s reach and operations.

**Investors and owners**

**What they are:** Big investors like asset managers and other financial institutions are typically the top shareholders of publicly-traded IOUs. This means they own a big chunk of the corporation through owning its stock. For example, take two of the biggest IOUs in the US: Duke Energy and Dominion Energy. These two utilities have the same “beneficial owners” - shareholders who own more than 5% of the company’s total stock. These beneficial owners are the three biggest asset managers in the world: BlackRock, Vanguard Group, and State Street Corporation: Duke Energy’s top owners are Vanguard (with a 8.37% stake in Duke), BlackRock (7%), and State Street (5.07%), while Dominion Energy’s top owners are Vanguard (8.3%), BlackRock (6.8%), and State Street (5.1%). In short, these three top asset managers together own about 20% of both Duke and Dominion.

**Why they're powerful:** Since these shareholders are the utilities’ biggest investors, sometimes owning billions in company stock, they have major sway with company management. What they tell directors and CEOs behind closed doors, and how they vote at shareholder meetings, can have tremendous influence over companies. This is why - for example - climate activists have been focusing on BlackRock and other top asset managers, since these big investors hold power with the companies they invest in. What these big investors demand on climate can set the agenda for the companies they own.

**How mapping them out can provide leverage:** You can map out top utility investors through looking at their beneficial owners as reported in firms’ proxy statements. By discovering who owns the utility you may be targeting, you can then strategize how to try to put public pressure on those owners, or to connect with other campaigns and movements that may also be focusing on the same investors. Moreover, the money that asset managers invest and manage is often your money - retirement funds of millions of people, for example - so many of us have personal stakes in how these firms behave.

**Big Banks**

**What they are:** Big banks are massive financial institutions that hold and loan money and offer other financial services. They provide essential services to utility corporations. For example, they issue corporate credit facilities that utilities can borrow money from, both for the utility’s general use and for specific projects like pipelines or power plants; they advise (for a big fee) on mergers and acquisitions and underwrite corporate bonds; and they directly own company stock through their asset manager wings. For example, Duke Energy has an $8 billion credit facility with JPMorgan, Wells Fargo,
and a host of other banks, through which it can draw funds when needed. You can find most of the credit facilities that utilities have with banks through scouring their SEC filings.

Why they’re powerful: Banks essentially provide utility corporations with the loans and services to operate and expand. Simply put, IOUs could not do business without the financial arrangements they make with banks. This is why the banks that are helping to finance IOUs make powerful targets: utilities depend on them, and the terms and conditions that banks make on utilities, and whether or not they agree to do business with them altogether, hold major sway over utilities.

How mapping them out can provide leverage: As with researching and mapping out investors, doing the same with banks can help organizers to identify pressure points for campaigns, as well as the opportunity to connect with other movements that may be focusing on the same banks. Moreover, this information also helps identify hypocrisy from banks that organizers can highlight - for example, how they greenwash themselves by talking about their commitments to “sustainability” while they continue to provide the financial lifelines to major fossil fuel companies driving our climate crisis (this also applies to asset managers).
With their tremendous power and influence - built-in through their quasi-monopoly status, their sway with elected officials, and their guaranteed rates of return - utilities may be even more prone to corruption than other corporations.

A recent slew of scandals - profiled last October by the Pulitzer Prize-winning investigative news site *ProPublica* - offers a glimpse into some of the different categories of utility industry antics:

1) **Secret political spending.**
Awash with money and power, utilities are prone to shower cash to defend their interests - sometimes in quite questionable ways. For example, authorities claim that FirstEnergy, a powerhouse electric utility, poured $60 million into a nonprofit group controlled by Ohio House Speaker Larry Householder in exchange for passing legislation for a billion-dollar bailout of two of its nuclear plants and a weakening of renewable and energy efficiency programs. Householder has been charged with racketeering, while FirstEnergy claims no wrongdoing. Out West, the FBI and Justice Department are investigating Arizona Public Service for covertly giving millions to dark money groups that helped elect two state regulators in 2014.

2) **Offering jobs to allies.**
There are other ways for utilities to get what they want, such as stealthily arranging cushy jobs for elected officials. For example, Commonwealth Edison, Illinois’s largest electric utility, admitted that it set up jobs and payments for people tied to Illinois House Speaker Michael Madigan as recompense for friendly legislation. ComEd agreed to pay a whopping $200 million fine in July 2020 to resolve the federal investigation into bribery.

3) **Faking public support.**
It’s no secret: utilities are not very popular, and when they propose things like new fossil fuel infrastructure, that’s often not very popular either. But utilities do have one thing: loads of cash to pay people to create the appearance of public support. For example, when Louisiana utility Entergy wanted to build a new natural gas plant, it paid dozens of people (through a subcontractor) to attend a meeting of the New Orleans City Council, who regulates Entergy, and pretend they were regular people supporting the plant. Entergy ended up paying a $5 million fine, though it claims no wrongdoing. The industry also uses well-paid consultants - such as those who run the Consumer Energy Alliance - to wage folksy PR campaigns that run on corporate money.
4) Undertaking mega projects that don’t pan out.
Rake in tax-payer funded subsidies for shoddy, delayed projects, with little to no accountability? Yep: that’s another privilege utilities enjoy. For example, Southern Company’s Kemper Project - run by Mississippi Power, a SoCo subsidiary - was supposed to be a new “clean coal” plant that would cost $2.9 billion. Instead, the project dragged on for years and shot up to $7.5 billion, all while plant owners accepted big subsidies even as it experienced delays and safety violations. “In the end,” wrote the New York Times, “the Kemper project is a story of how a monopoly utility, with political help from the Mississippi governor and from federal energy officials who pressured state regulators in letters to support the project, shifted the burden of one of the most expensive power plants ever built onto the shoulders of unwitting investors and some of the lowest-income rate-payers in the country.”

Also, as the Center for Media and Democracy noted, executives from at least three major utilities - South Carolina Electric and Gas, and ComEd and FirstEnergy, both mentioned above - faced criminal charges during 2020.

Often, though, utilities get their way not through corruption, but through mobilizing their everyday, totally-legal power, even in cases when they do decide to develop clean energy sources. For example, ProPublica reported on how Dominion Energy defended its future profits by lobbying to “reshape a major climate bill to cover its massive offshore wind project” which “shifted risk from the company’s shareholders to its rate-payers.”’ “The tweaks meant more money for Dominion,” said the report, “because state law guarantees utilities roughly 10% profit on construction projects.”
While many utilities are declaring their plans to move away from fossil fuels and reach net-zero* targets in the decades to come, the stubborn fact remains: the U.S. utility industry is one of the biggest drivers of climate change in the world. Its business model is deeply connected to global warming and climate and environmental injustice.

The overwhelming majority of electricity production by utilities comes from burning fossil fuels - mainly gas and coal. In fact, the production of electric power accounted for nearly one-third of all CO2 equivalent emissions in the US in 2019. Moreover, for-profit utilities have used their power and profits to fight against renewable energy and stall climate progress by bankrolling lobbyists and politicians dedicated to preserving fossil fuel-based energy production.

In 2019, electricity production accounted for around 32% of all CO2-equivalent emissions from the US energy system. This makes it the second-biggest emitter of GHG emissions among all economic sectors (transportation is first, accounting for 37% of all CO2-equivalent emissions).

The clear majority of U.S. electricity generation is produced by fossil fuels, though that number has decreased slightly year by year. In 2018, natural gas accounted for 35% of US electricity generation and coal accounted for 27%. While utilities laud their growing reliance on natural gas over coal as a shift toward “cleaner” energy, natural gas is still a fossil fuel that emits carbon dioxide when burned, and the production of natural gas is a major source of methane emissions - a significantly more potent global-warming greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide.

Most of this carbon-producing electricity generation comes from power plants, many of which are owned and run by utilities. Power plants are by far the largest GHG emitters in any sector per facility, with the oil and gas industry a distant second, according to 2019 EPA data (1.22 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per reporter for power plants versus 0.14 million metric tons per oil and gas reporters).

This means that power plants offer the most climate-warming bang for the per-facility buck, so to speak. One study noted that, “In 2018, 10,435 fossil fuel-fired generators produced 63% of U.S. electricity” while emitting 1.9 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide.

Nor is pollution from U.S. utilities a problem just in the U.S. - it has global implications. According to the World Resources Institute, the production of electricity and heat in the U.S. alone is responsible for 4.43% of all global GHG emissions.

Even more, power generation and the resulting emissions are deeply concentrated in just several dozen companies. “The 100 largest power producers in the United States” noted the 2019 Benchmarking Air Emissions report, “own roughly 3,000 power plants and account for more than 80 percent of the sector’s electric generation and reported air emissions.”

A number of huge and powerful investor-owned utility corporations dominate the top of this list. These include Duke Energy, Exelon, Southern Company,
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NextEra, Entergy, Dynergy, Berkshire Hathaway Energy, Dominion, and American Electric Power, as well as the publicly-owned Tennessee Valley Authority.

The fuel mix of many of these utilities is overwhelmingly rooted in fossil fuels. Duke Energy, the top carbon polluting power company, has a fuel mix of 33% coal and 28% gas. Southern Company, the second-top carbon polluter, has a fuel mix of 29% coal and 48% gas. Dynergy and American Electric Power, the third- and fourth-top carbon polluters, have fuel mixes of 48% coal and 52% gas, and 70% coal and 10% gas, respectively.

On top of all this, powerful utilities have a sordid record of dumping toxic coal ash into unlined basins and landfills, contaminating groundwater and causing other ills. Duke Energy recently settled to pay $1.1 billion in coal ash clean up costs for a disastrous 2014 coal ash spill, while ProPublica reports that Georgia Power may be buying up residential land to stall coal ash cleanup costs. As EarthJustice shows, the burden of coal ash pollution falls more on communities of color and low-income communities, who live disproportionately closer to the most contaminated sites while also having less access to routine testing of drinking water, adequate medical care, and legal help.

Low-income communities and communities of color bear the brunt of energy injustice on both the production and distribution ends of electric utility power. This is not accidental, but a product of environmental racism and larger structures of oppression.

For example, fossil fuel power plants are disproportionately located in and near communities of color. A 2012 NAACP report found that 78% of Black Americans lived within 30 miles of a coal-fired power plant. Dirty NYC peaker plants overwhelmingly burden low-income communities and communities of color. Black and Brown people bear a significantly higher “pollution burden” than whites.

All this creates more pervasive and persistent public health crises in low-income communities and Black, Brown and Indigenous communities, contributing to things like higher rates of COVID-19. Meanwhile, underinvestment in energy efficiency disproportionately impacts African Americans, and low-income people and Black and Brown people experience higher levels of energy insecurity. Moreover, while BIPOC and low income communities suffer the impacts of the climate crisis more acutely, long term underinvestment means that these communities are less likely to rebound from climate-related events such as hurricanes and floods.

As environmental justice groups have said for decades, all this makes the battle for energy democracy intertwined with the fight for racial justice and jobs, public health, and clean air and energy.

“Energy Democracy represents a shift from the corporate, centralized fossil fuel economy to one that is governed by communities, is designed on the principle of no harm to the environment, supports local economies, and contributes to the health and well-being for all peoples.”

Climate Justice Alliance
To be sure, things are starting to shift. The fossil fuel contribution to the mix of utility power generation has been declining year by year - mostly due to the terminal decline of the coal industry. And utilities have faced pressure to announce roadmaps to transition to net-zero carbon emissions.

However, many of these plans have come under criticism from climate advocates as little more than greenwashing and slow-moving half-promises - public relations cover to keep building and using fossil fuel-burning infrastructure.

“Net-zero carbon pledges are becoming common for utilities,” Green Tech Media noted in February. “But a huge number of them are failing to decarbonize within any timeframe that truly matters. They’re not phasing out coal, they’re building lots of new gas plants, and they’re not building enough clean energy.”

For example, Duke Energy came under criticism in a January 2021 report for beefing up its natural gas portfolio while simultaneously declaring, in word, its goal to become a net-zero carbon company. The report noted the “material tension between operating a newly built fleet of gas-fired generation throughout their engineering lifetime and meeting a net-zero carbon commitment.”

Moreover, many utilities sponsor industry-friendly conservationist groups as a way to greenwash their image. Charitable donations are a key tool utilities can use to burnish their image and buffer opposition. Donations to environmental groups specifically help utilities appear environmentally-conscious and proactive.

For example, utilities like Con Edison, Eversource, Entergy, National Grid, NRG, Exelon, and others are corporate sponsors of the New York League of Conservation Voters (whose board is filled with fossil fuel lobbyists).

In Detroit, DTE donated nearly $600,000 to various environmental groups in a single year – including a $200,000 donation to The Nature Conservancy SE Michigan Chapter – through the DTE Foundation. NextEra donated over $1 million to Florida-based and national environmental groups – including nearly $300,000 to the National Audubon Society – in 2019 through the NextEra Foundation.
Fighting the Rise of Renewables

Solar is widely considered one of the key energy sources needed to aid the transition away from fossil fuels as we work to address climate change. Despite this, and while many utilities are making dubious commitments to move to carbon neutrality by 2050, the industry has aggressively pursued limits on the growth of solar power and other renewable energy sources through legislation.

Utilities fight the expansion of rooftop solar for a number of reasons. Power generated through rooftop solar is sold back to the grid and repurchased with credits from the sale, meaning that the utility does not make money from the sale. Moreover, some utility companies such as NextEra are investing in their own solar technology and thus have an interest in maintaining their monopoly on energy production regardless of the energy source.

One of the more insidious plots to limit solar growth started in 2013 when the Edison Electric Institute linked up with the notorious American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), a right wing consortium of legislators and corporations that draft model legislation for state governments, to combat the meteoric rise of rooftop solar:

“As it stands now, those direct generation customers are essentially freeriders on the system. They are not paying for the infrastructure they are using. In effect, all the other non direct generation customers are being penalised.” - ALEC Legislative Analyst, John Eick

Together the groups worked to draft legislation to distribute to state lawmakers that would reduce and ultimately eliminate net metering, the arrangement that allows solar array owners to sell their energy back to the grid, a commonly touted perk of solar array ownership that helps offset installation costs. This partnership produced a playbook for utilities that could easily be deployed in statehouses across the country.

Utilities also use their considerable financial resources to influence policy through more traditional avenues: lobbying and campaign donations, which we’ve discussed in other sections of this primer. In several instances, utilities funded PACs with names that suggest consumer protection to spread their talking points while masking the true messenger. Different tactics, including the EEI and ALEC playbook, can be seen in fights around the country:
In Arizona an alliance of 50 organizations banded together to help propel a 2018 ballot initiative to add renewable energy requirements for electric utilities into the state constitution. The proposition sought to compel state utilities to meet a 50% renewable energy threshold by 2035. The fight over Proposition 127 became one of the most expensive political fights in the country as Arizona Public Service, the largest IOU in the state, poured over $30 million into Arizonans for Affordable Electricity, a PAC formed to fight the amendment. The utility-funded PAC, which put out ads alleging major cost increases for rate-payers under the new rule using dubious accounting, was accused of paying people to stop collecting signatures for the ballot initiative and even challenged the signature collection in court.

Ultimately APS prevailed in defeating the initiative, largely thanks to the addition of a line in the amendment by Arizona Attorney General Mark Brnovich that suggested rate-payers would be required to pay increased rates to meet the renewable requirement. Proposition supporters noted that support for the initiative fell 30 points after Brnovich’s interference. APS is a longtime supporter of Brnovich, helping him win election in 2014 by funding ads against his opponent and donating hundreds of thousands of dollars to his campaign.

Utilities in Florida have been especially successful at limiting the growth of solar in the state through spending heavily on lobbying – $6 million from 2014 to 2017 – and campaign donations – $57 million from 2014 to 2017 – to state lawmakers. The utilities have not been subtle in their pursuit to limit solar as described by Florida state representative Kathy Castor:

“I’ve had electric utility executives say with a straight face that we can’t have solar power in Florida because we have so many cloudy days,” said Representative Kathy Castor, a Democrat from the Tampa area. “I have watched as other states have surpassed us. I think that is largely because of the political influence of the investor-owned utilities.”

In 2016 a Florida utility-funded PAC called “Consumers for Smart Solar” was exposed for trying to dupe consumers into voting for a ballot initiative called Amendment 1 that would restrict subsidies for solar panels. The PAC used deceptive language that appeared to protect consumers from scams and rising energy prices but in fact would have led to tighter restrictions on the renewable energy industry and made solar power prohibitively expensive. Utilities dumped over $20 million into the effort with $8 million coming from NextEra subsidiary Florida Power & Light alone, all to fund a wide-ranging media campaign across the state. Amendment 1 was ultimately defeated, but the utilities have still managed to limit solar expansion, and Florida consumers interested in solar energy must purchase it directly from a utility or face steep insurance premiums on private solar arrays.
In 2017 Indiana utilities followed the playbook built by the EEI and ALEC to make a coordinated legislative push to end net metering. The utility-backed bill – Senate Bill 309 – would reduce what utilities pay consumers for the energy they put back into the grid while charging them market rates to buy it back. Lobbyists for the utilities distributed talking points to state lawmakers who were considering the proposed bill, suggesting solar array owners were unfairly taking advantage of the system and that increased private ownership would result in higher rates for consumers. The aggressive messaging campaign from the utilities was successful and Republican Gov. Eric Holcomb signed SB 309 into law.

All this comes on top of for-profit utilities and the fossil fuel industry devoting decades to stalling climate progress through lobbying and dark money activism. As energy and environmental scholar Leah Stokes notes in her book Short Circuiting Policy, these entities began resisting laws to advance a renewable energy transition when they discovered this could “add significant costs to their bottom lines and threaten their existing assets…” Stokes notes:

These interest group opponents undertook major efforts to block, weaken, or rollback climate policies. Opponents worked across state lines though networks, most notably ALEC and AFP, as well as the private electric utility association the Edison Electric Institute (EEI)... In 2012, the Koch-backed, climate-denying Heartland Institute drafted the “Electricity Freedom Act” model bill alongside ALEC, and promoted it in legislatures across the country. This bill aimed to repeal clean energy laws. In early 2014, ALEC, working with EEI, began promoting a new model bill on “Updating Net Metering Policies.” While advocates attempted to counter these efforts, crossing state lines to defend clean energy laws, they lost many policy battles.

These same entities also fight against climate justice in other ways: for example, by backing so-called “critical infrastructure protection” laws that will criminalize protesters of new fossil fuel infrastructure that will harm BIPOC communities and accelerate global warming - and where Indigenous protesters stand to bear the brunt of repression.

As mentioned, the cruel irony here is that many of us who support climate justice have been forced to do business with monopoly utilities who have used our payments to fund their lobbying and activist efforts on climate delay.
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Like ExxonMobil and other Big Oil companies, utilities have long known about their role in driving global warming. It’s just too bad that - again, like Big Oil - they never did enough to prevent us from falling into our state of climate crisis.

The utility industry has known about the climate-warming effects of burning fossil fuels for over fifty years. As the Energy Policy Institute reported, the electric utility industry was warned by a presidential advisor as early as 1968 that continuing to burn fossil fuels could cause a climate crisis. That year, at the annual convention of the Edison Electric Institute, the utility industry’s primary industry association and lobbying organization, Dr. Donald F. Hornig, then a science advisor to President Lyndon B. Johnson, stated that the President’s Science Advisory Committee foresaw a 25% increase of carbon dioxide levels in the earth’s atmosphere by 2000.

“Such a change in the carbon dioxide level might, therefore, produce major consequences on the climate – possibly even triggering catastrophic effects such as have occurred from time to time in the past,” he told the industry gathering. Horning’s speech was printed in the 1968 Edison Electric Institute Bulletin.

During the 1970s and 1980s, writes EPI, the utility industry “sponsored cutting edge climate research,” including one study conducted between 1985 and 1988 that found that “climate changes possible over the next 30 years may significantly affect the electric utility industry.” In 1988, the Electric Power Research Institute wrote:

“There is growing consensus in the scientific community that the greenhouse effect is real.”

Still, the utility industry refused to act on its growing awareness of the dire effects of climate change. While EEI president William McCollam, Jr. told Congress in 1989 that climate change “could have significant effects on agriculture, rainfall, sea level, storm events, demography, and human health,” he nevertheless added that “we believe that any plan calling for urgent and extreme action to reduce CO2 emissions is premature at best.

That same year, several major utilities joined the Global Climate Coalition, which, writes EPI, “for years worked to deny the causes and risks of climate change.” Indeed, until recently, industry leaders continued to downplay the climate crisis. In a 2017 CNBC interview, Southern Company CEO and then-EEI chairman Thomas Fanning denied that CO2 emissions were a key driver of climate change.

After decades of climate denialism that benefited their bottom line, utilities remain core drivers of climate catastrophe, even as, with a green shift in the global political, legal, and investor climate, they are trying to quickly change their tune and highlight their climate bona fides.
Now you may be asking yourself: does it have to be this way? The answer is no!

Utilities work hard to keep out alternatives to their corporate models, but organizers and activists across the country are pushing alternative visions for **democratizing** energy production and distribution and **transitioning** away from the extractive economy to center the needs of people over profit.

Here are a few organizations providing critical leadership toward visionary models for energy, climate, and environmental justice:

- **Initiative for Energy Justice**: “We are lawyers entrenched in the policy debates concerning the nation’s transition away from fossil fuels and an extractive economy towards an equitable and renewable energy future, with direct connections to communities working on that transition.”

- **Energy Democracy Project**: “The Energy Democracy Project is a collaboration of more than 30 diverse, local, frontline organizations across the U.S. to strengthen their collective efforts to democratize energy and advance the emerging energy democracy movement in the United States.”

- **Democracy Collaborative**: “The mission of The Democracy Collaborative is to help catalyze a moral and political transformation of the US political economy into a next system that is inclusive, just, and ecologically sustainable—in contrast to today’s amoral economy of financial extraction.”

- **Movement Generation**: “Movement Generation Justice & Ecology Project inspires and engages in transformative action towards the liberation and restoration of land, labor, and culture. We are rooted in vibrant social movements led by low-income communities and communities of color committed to a Just Transition away from profit and pollution and towards healthy, resilient and life-affirming local economies.”

- **Center for Biological Diversity**: “To fight the climate emergency and extinction crisis, we must revolutionize our world to be entirely powered by clean, renewable, wildlife-friendly and democratic energy. The Center wages innovative legal and grassroots campaigns to drive this urgent transition for energy justice.”

This 101 introduction is just a start for exploring the current utility industry power structure in order to envision what alternatives are possible. Check out this Power Lines hub to find inspiring stories from on-the-ground organizers involved in major campaigns, how-to guides to start researching your local utility, and case studies documenting the networks that keep regional utilities in power.
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